Improving cardiovascular disease using managed networks in general practice: an observational study in inner London

**Abstract**

**Background**

Tower Hamlets is an inner-London borough with one of the most deprived and ethnically diverse populations in the UK, of whom 46% are white, 35% South Asian mainly Bangladeshi, and 10% black African–Caribbean. It has one of the highest rates of premature cardiovascular death, ranking fourth in England with a standardised death rate for males 60% above average.1 Hospital admission rates for heart disease and stroke were similarly high, whereas in 2007/8 spending on primary care was in the lowest quintile nationally and total health spending ranked in the lower third: a contemporary illustration of the inverse care law.2,3

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of preventable mortality and a priority for the NHS. Substantial reduction in CVD events over several decades has been associated with improvements in smoking cessation, reduction in saturated fats, and blood pressure, with medical care estimated to be responsible for 40% of this reduction.4 In 2004, the national Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) introduced financial incentives for general practice target attainment for CVD with rapid initial gains.5 From 2006, primary care trusts (PCTs) also supported ‘local enhanced services’ that paid individual practices for additional locally agreed targets for CVD and improved prescribing,6 including since 2010, national quality, innovation, productivity and prevention prescribing comparators.7 Secondary care has improved treatment including rapid 24-hour angioplasty for coronary syndromes and thrombolysis for stroke. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance has reinforced the evidence base on which these improvements are based. Over two decades, the three east London PCTs of Newham, City and Hackney, and Tower Hamlets have supported quality improvement by funding university-based academic GPs in the Clinical Effectiveness Network (CENG)8 to support quality initiatives locally, around a number of care pathways including CVD. Many of these improvement initiatives around CVD have been common to these three local PCTs, which perform above average for CVD quality indicators. By 2008, Tower Hamlets PCT was already performing substantially better than average across a number of performance indicators in the QOF, ranking in the top 10% of PCTs for CVD indicators.9 In 2008, Tower Hamlets already had the highest rate of prescription of statins per capita in England. Prescription of statins for people with coronary heart disease (CHD) in Tower Hamlets had a linear impact on serum cholesterol targets based on GP electronic records without exception from 1999 to 2011 (Figure 1).10 These initiatives form the complex background to improvement in CVD risk factors, which has been societal in scope.

**Method**

In 2009, all 34 practices were allocated to eight geographical networks of four to five practices, each serving 30,000–50,000 patients. Each network had a network manager, administrative support, and an educational budget to deliver financially-incentivised attainment targets in four care packages of which CVD comprised one.

**Results**

In 2009/11, Tower Hamlets increased total statin prescribing (ADQ-STAR PU) by 17.9% compared with 5.5% in England (P<0.001). Key CVD indicators improved faster in Tower Hamlets than in England, London, or local PCTs, and in 2012/13, Tower Hamlets ranked top in the national Quality and Outcomes Framework for blood pressure, cholesterol targets based on GP electronic records without exception from 1999 to 2011 (Figure 1).10 These initiatives form the complex background to improvement in CVD risk factors, which has been societal in scope.

**Conclusion**

Managed geographical practice networks delivered a step-change in key CVD performance indicators in comparison with England, London, or similar PCT/CCG.
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**Background**

System redesign is described in one primary care trust (PCT)/clinical commissioning group (CCG) resulting in improved cardiovascular disease (CVD) management.

**Aim**

To evaluate CVD managed practice networks in one entire local health economy using practice networks, compared with PCTs in London, England, and local PCTs.

**Design and setting**

Observational study of 34 general practices in Tower Hamlets, a socially disadvantaged inner-London borough.

**Method**

In 2009, all 34 practices were allocated to eight geographical networks of four to five practices, each serving 30,000–50,000 patients. Each network had a network manager, administrative support, and an educational budget to deliver financially-incentivised attainment targets in four care packages of which CVD comprised one.

**Results**

In 2009/11, Tower Hamlets increased total statin prescribing (ADQ-STAR PU) by 17.9% compared with 5.5% in England (P<0.001). Key CVD indicators improved faster in Tower Hamlets than in England, London, or local PCTs, and in 2012/13, Tower Hamlets ranked top in the national Quality and Outcomes Framework for blood pressure, cholesterol targets based on GP electronic records without exception from 1999 to 2011 (Figure 1).10 These initiatives form the complex background to improvement in CVD risk factors, which has been societal in scope.

**Conclusion**
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and medically supported. However, despite large reductions in CVD outcomes an increase in obesity, sedentary behaviour, and type 2 diabetes has ensured that CVD remains the leading cause of ameliorable ill health associated with widening social inequity in outcome. Although doing relatively well, in 2008, east London PCTs still had more than one in five people with established CVD failing to achieve key targets in the context of the highest rates of CVD in the UK.

With increases in NHS funding over the period to 2008, Tower Hamlets PCT invested in primary care to reduce ameliorable morbidity. Tower Hamlets PCT total spend per head of population increased from rank 117 of 151 English PCTs in 2007/8 to seventh in 2011/12. From 2009 the PCT spent an additional £10 million per annum in part to establish care packages for CVD, diabetes, chronic lung disease, and childhood immunisation delivered by managed practice networks, a new form of social organisation of primary care. The impact of practice networks on childhood immunisation and diabetes in Tower Hamlets has already been described elsewhere and the NHS checks programme will be described in a separate article.

This paper describes a natural experiment in which Tower Hamlets performance for CVD indicators for CHD, stroke, hypertension, and diabetes from 2008 to 2012 were compared with England, London, and also the two neighbouring boroughs of City and Hackney, and Newham with similar populations with similar improvement initiatives (the same guidelines, education, and some aspects of IT support), but which did not adopt network working, retaining existing local enhanced services based on individual practices and their individual performance.

**METHOD**

In 2008/9, Tower Hamlets PCT provided additional funding of £10 million per annum for primary care services. In collaboration with the local medical committee representing local GPs, Tower Hamlets PCT established eight managed practice networks. Each practice was allocated to a network consisting of four to five practices located in the same geographical area to serve a local population of 30 000–50 000. Each network had a network manager, an administrative assistant, and an educational budget to support practices in their network to deliver four care packages: diabetes, childhood immunisation, chronic obstructive lung disease, and CVD. Approximately £2 million per annum was spent on network staff and educational resources. Network financial incentives replaced the earlier ‘local enhanced service’ incentives costing £1 million per network. These incentives were distributed on the basis of achieving network targets in contrast with the previous enhanced service schemes based on individual practice achievement, which were retained in the two local PCTs of Newham, and City and Hackney. Diabetes was the first care package implemented starting in 2008. Network incentive contracts for CVD began in April 2009, the network managers and the IT performance dashboards were in place in three networks by October 2009 and all eight networks were functioning by April 2010. In addition, three whole-
time community specialist CVD nurses employed since 2006 to support local enhanced services, supported training for practice nurses and were aligned with the new targets, providing clinical care to some ‘off target’ patients in poorly performing practices.

The CVD care package consisted of four components: hypertension, stroke/transient ischaemic attack (TIA), CHD, and the NHS health check. Each component had network targets agreed by the local GP representatives. These included blood pressure <140/90mmHg for hypertension, stroke, and CHD; cholesterol <4mmol/l for CHD, stroke, and diabetes; and blood pressure <140/80mmHg for diabetes. Patients ‘off target’ were recalled more frequently using standardised recall searches in all practices. From April 2010 additional indices were added, and for people with CHD the proportion of people with new heart attacks reviewed at the GP surgery within 3 weeks of hospital discharge, attendance at cardiac rehabilitation, and recording of care plans were also incentivised. Other quality indicators including influenza vaccination were not incentivised. Practices in a particular network were paid if their combined network average exceeded the target, with payment pro rata based on attainment and practice patient numbers.

The following interventions were used to achieve network targets. Clinical guidelines were developed and published by the CEG. These supported each element of the CVD care package and were circulated to all practice staff in all three PCTs. These were reinforced at educational meetings centrally in all three PCTs, but only in Tower Hamlets within networks as clinical case discussion in multidisciplinary team meetings and at administrative target review meetings. A lead clinician in each network practice, worked with the network manager. More proactive clinicians acted as peer educators supporting staff in other practices within their network.

Practices in all three local PCTs used EMIS, a web-enabled computer system, which facilitated IT interventions. The CEG developed standard data entry templates used by all three local PCTs (template guides were available online). In Tower Hamlets these were further enhanced as monthly performance ‘dashboard’ reports for networks and practices, with ‘rag ratings’, charts, and trend lines to visually convey the comparative performance of each network and of individual practices within networks. Regular review of the dashboards took place at PCT level, network manager forums, and within networks, targeting additional support to practices that needed it and learning from successful teams. Standardised searches of electronic records improved recall of ‘off target’ patients so that they could then be contacted by letter or, if overdue, by telephone in their own language. Over the 3 years, the network managers collaborated to build up a sophisticated system of locally-tailored solutions, customising IT searches, register cleaning, patient recall tools, on-screen prompts, and support to poorly performing practices.

Networks customised searches to suit local arrangements, removing patients who had left or died and developing local on-screen prompts.

In this study, indices from the national Health and Social Care Information Centre QOF database without any ‘exception reporting’ were used to compare performance in Tower Hamlets with England, London, and local PCTs from 2004 to 2012/13. The differences in the slope of improvement (annual rate of increase) in the QOF data were compared in the 3 years before and after the start of the intervention in April 2009 for Tower Hamlets compared with England, London, and the local PCTs using logistic regression in STATA (version 11). Mortality data were taken from the Health and Social Care Information Centre portal without exceptions.

Serum cholesterol and statin prescribing in Tower Hamlets for people with CHD were derived from the GP practice electronic records 1999–2011, and statin prescribing also from national Prescribing Analysis and Cost Tabulation (PACT) comparators 2013. The PACT data relate to all lipid-modifying drug prescription of which more than 90% are statins and relate to an age-standardised prescribing unit, Average Daily Quantity; Specific Therapeutic group Age-sex Related Prescribing Units (ADQ-STAR PU). The PCTs’ organisational spend was taken from NHS Networks — Health Investment Network. Data on care plans in people with CHD, review within 3 weeks of discharge after myocardial infarction, and cardiac rehabilitation attendance were obtained from the GP electronic record. Proportions were compared using χ² tests.

**RESULTS**

For patients with CHD in Tower Hamlets, there was a steady increase in the proportion prescribed statins over the decade 1999–2011 directly related to achieving target serum cholesterol <5mmol/l (Figure 1).
the period of network activity 2009–2012, the use of statins in Tower Hamlets continued to increase, whereas in other areas locally and nationally it levelled off. Tower Hamlets increased overall prescribing for lipid-modifying drugs (for primary and secondary indications) by 17.9%, 9.5 to 11.2 per ADQ-STAR PU 2009–2011, whereas England averaged a 5.5% increase, 5.5 to 5.8 ADQ-STAR PU, in this period (PACT data 2013). From 2009 to 2011 Tower Hamlets statin prescribing increased more than the other two local PCTs Newham, and City and Hackney: 1.7, 0.1 and 0.5 ADQ-STAR PU, respectively (P < 0.01) (Figure 2).

In 2012/13, QOF data (without exceptions) for serum cholesterol <5mmol/l and blood pressure <150/90mmHg ranked Tower Hamlets first out of 225 CCGs in England for both measures in CHD and diabetes, second and sixth respectively for stroke, and top in London on all measures. Improvement in Tower Hamlets took place at a faster rate than England, London, or comparable local PCTs after implementation of networks. Comparative cholesterol and blood pressure control for people with CHD is shown in Figures 3 and 4.

For serum cholesterol <5mmol/l for people with CHD in 2009–2012 in Tower Hamlets improved from 77.1% to 81.4% (4.3%), whereas in London and England the proportions declined; London 74.6% to 72.7% (–1.9%) and England 74.9% to 72.5% (–2.4%). The annual rate of increase in Tower Hamlets, 0.61%, was significantly greater than in Tower Hamlets than England, −0.67%, and London, −0.40% (P < 0.05).

For stroke, the proportion of people with serum cholesterol <5mmol/l improved in Tower Hamlets 2009–2011 from 70.3% to 74.8% (4.5%), in London 67.4% to 68.1% (0.7%), and in England 67.9% to 67.8% (−0.1%) (P < 0.001). For blood pressure control <150/90mmHg in all three domains, CHD, stroke, and hypertension, Tower Hamlets improved faster than London or England. For hypertension, from 2009 to 2012, blood pressure control in Tower Hamlets improved from 74.9% to 80.8% (5.9%); London 75.0% to 76.7% (1.7%); England 75.5% to 77.4% (1.9%). For stroke, blood pressure control in Tower Hamlets improved from 83.6% to 88.5% (4.9%); London 84.2% to 85.0% (0.8%); England 84.6% to 85.5% (1.1%). For CHD, blood pressure control in Tower Hamlets improved from 87.5% to 91.9% (4.4%); London 87.0% to 87.7% (0.7%); and England 87.1% to 88.1% (1.0%). All differences between Tower Hamlets and London or England were significant (P < 0.001). The annual rate of change in Tower Hamlets, 1.24%, was significantly different from that in England, 0.28%, and London, 0.22% (P < 0.001).

In 2012/13 for diabetes, blood pressure <140/80mmHg was 76.6% in Tower Hamlets, London 66.5%, and England 67.2%, and comparable targets were not available for 2009. For serum cholesterol <5mmol/l, attainment was 82.0% in Tower Hamlets, 73.1% in London, and 72.9% in England in 2012/13, compared with 2009 where the proportions were 77.9%, 73.9%, and 75.0%, respectively; changes of 4.1%, −0.8%, and −2.1% (P < 0.001).
The proportion of people with CHD with a care plan 2011 to 2012 increased from 42.7% (1162/2718) to 61.6% (1697/2756). The proportion of people with a new heart attack seen by their GP within 3 weeks of discharge increased from 68.9% (113/164) in 2012 to 71.3% (166/227) in 2013. Attendances to cardiac rehabilitation decreased from 57/164 (34.8%) to 63/227 (27.7%), and there was no change in proportion given influenza vaccination (83%) in 2009–2012.

Tower Hamlets has shown a faster rate of decline in deaths from acute myocardial infarction in the 3 years since 2008, than local PCTs, London, or the national average. Male mortality from CHD in Tower Hamlets was fourth highest in England in 2008, and reduced substantially more than any other PCT in the next 3 years; a reduction of 43% compared with an average of 25% for the top 10 PCT in 2008 ranked by mortality. Figure 5 shows that mortality reduction from acute myocardial infarction in patients aged <75 years per 100 000 directly standardised, has been more pronounced in Tower Hamlets with increasing divergence from local areas since 2009.

DISCUSSION

Summary

Networks are already widely used for supporting specific services or research and selected GP practices work collaboratively as companies or as federated groups. However, this is the first example of general practice-managed networks applied specifically to unselected geographical groups of general practices in an entire local primary healthcare economy, contracted to deliver specific care packages and improve service provision.

Strengths and limitations

Tower Hamlets has a ‘home advantage’. GP practices, the PCTs/CCGs in Newham, Hackney, and Tower Hamlets, and the university-based CEG, have worked collaboratively over two decades, building improvement on evidence, best practice, and good relationships to achieve above average performance in challenging circumstances. The cumulative impact on the practices and the PCT over time is difficult to quantify, but has helped build a legacy of trust for more radical innovations such as the networks.

A single web-enabled IT system was used by all but four of the practices in the three PCTs, which meant that templates could be downloaded centrally, permitting high-quality coded data entry and care pathway support including integrated web-links to guidelines, decision support, on-screen prompts, register cleaning, recall lists, and performance dashboards. CCGs with more fragmented systems may find IT support more complex, although the programme and IT were adapted in the four practices with a different computer system.

Comparison with existing literature

Long-established enablers were utilised for improvement, aligning educational enablers and guidance, real-time IT, clinician feedback, targets, and incentives. Similar mechanisms have been used by the better-performing American organisations such as Kaiser Permanente. The QOF results for blood pressure control in diabetes (with exceptions) in east London, 81%, are better than those in the 2012 HEDIS (Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set) report for the average American providers (68%), and as good as
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Kaiser who do not include the uninsured.20

**Implications for research and practice**
This study describes the step-change in improvement in Tower Hamlets after 2009, which resulted in a widening divergence in performance between Tower Hamlets and the England and London averages, including an 8.9% absolute difference in cholesterol control in CHD and 9.4% in diabetes blood pressure control in 2012/13. The other two local PCTs supported by the CEG also did better than average, but the additional improvements in Tower Hamlets were all driven by practice networks and were unlikely to have been achieved without this method of working.

Mortality from myocardial infarction in Tower Hamlets has been falling rapidly for more than a decade. Any impact of improvement in care on outcomes such as mortality from CVD is difficult to assess and is speculative. East London is notable for demographic shifts and fewer immigrants are now entering Tower Hamlets, moving instead to cheaper housing further east, while more affluent residents move in, which is likely to reduce mortality. Behavioural change and percutaneous interventional cardiology have also had an impact, as have the widespread adoption of effective treatments to reduce cholesterol and blood pressure. The NHS health checks (not described in this article) also have been successfully implemented in Tower Hamlets with half of those identified at high CVD risk being prescribed statins. As a result of the networks, the further control of CVD risk factors in an additional 10% of people at highest risk, will also impact on the reductions in mortality from acute myocardial infarction after 2009.

The delegation of responsibility to networks combined with the resources for complex organisational change was a key element in the success. The elements of the network improvement were then synergistic.21 These consisted of high-quality guidelines and education including peer-to-peer knowledge transfer and facilitation; improved IT support for accurate patient recall, data entry, and decision support; and real-time reporting of comparative results and network financial incentives.

The networks were adaptive over the 3 years and built on existing practice strengths with responsive support for practices having difficulty with delivery. They were innovative, developing locally-tailored recall searches to identify patients spending extended periods abroad, searches to improve prevalence and register size, and local training of healthcare assistants and nurses. In particular the network managers had a monthly prospective overview of practice variation, procedures, and the problems that arose in implementing a complex new programme. Together with clinical and technical staff from the CEG, the network managers acted as facilitators to respond to individual and collective issues that arose: the enabling glue that provided local coherence and established trust. The network managers worked collaboratively and competitively to improve services and proved to be an articulate and cohesive force for practice support and change, learning from the best while supporting those having difficulty.22,23 Peer-to-peer support and education, including local multidisciplinary network meetings which included specialist nurse and consultant input, were also features.

The geographical units are coterminous with the local authority local area partnerships. Networks/clusters building on this example are being developed in neighbouring Newham and South Wales with network size a subject of discussion. Practice networks are used for commissioning by Birmingham and other CCGs. Geographical practice networks have also been a feature in Alberta, Canada, indicating that such methods may be generalisable in a number of settings including more dispersed populations.24

In 2013, network funding has survived transition to CCGs and cuts in funding. In fact Tower Hamlets CCG has now adapted the networks for a wider range of services including integrated complex care. The programme is highly popular and perceived as successful by GP practices and commissioners, representing one small step to address the inverse care law.
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